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Machine learning-based classification dominates current malware detection approaches for Android. However,
due to the evolution of both the Android platform and its user apps, existing such techniques are widely limited
by their reliance on new malware samples, which may not be timely available, and constant retraining, which
are often very costly. As a result, new and emerging malware slips through, as seen from the continued surging
of malware in the wild. Thus, a more practical detector needs not only to be accurate on particular datasets
but, more critically, to be able to sustain its capabilities over time without frequent retraining. In this paper,
we propose and study the sustainability problem for learning-based app classifiers. We define sustainability
metrics and compare them among five state-of-the-art malware detectors for Android. We further developed
DroidSpan, a novel classification system based on a new behavioral profile for Android apps that capture
sensitive access distribution from lightweight profiling. We evaluated the sustainability of DroidSpan versus
the five detectors as baselines on longitudinal datasets across the past eight years, which include 13,627
benign apps and 12,755 malware. Through our extensive experiments, we showed that DroidSpan significantly
outperformed all the baselines in substainability at reasonable costs, by 6–32% for same-period detection and
21–37% for over-time detection. The main takeaway, which also explains the superiority of DroidSpan, is that
the use of features consistently differentiating malware from benign apps over time is essential for sustainable
learning-based malware detection, and that these features can be learned from studies on app evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing dominance of Android among mobile computing platforms [49] is accompanied by
its share of the vast majority (over 90%) of all mobile malware [1]. In response to the continued
surge of malware in different markets of Android applications (known as apps), there has been
a growing body of defense solutions against malware [25, 57] being proposed. A major defense
technique has been app classification based on machine learning (ML), which identifies malware by
predicting a given app as benign or malicious [10, 28, 32, 38, 52].
Typically an ML-based classification approach works by first training a classifier based on a set
of features extracted from labeled sample apps, and then applying the trained classifier to unlabeled
apps using the same feature set. Thus, the key step of such approaches is the extraction of an app’s
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features that constitute a behavior profile for the app. Existing approaches have explored various
kinds of features, computed through static [7, 9, 54, 64, 65], dynamic [3, 22], or hybrid [19, 51]
app analysis. Mostly, the features are based on apps’ usage of permissions [19, 51, 54] and/or
APIs [2, 7, 9, 62, 64, 65]. However, due to the evolution of attack strategies of Android malware [55]
classifiers built on these features may not be sustainable—they would need to be retrained constantly
for later use, or their performance could downgrade over time.
The sustainability challenge with ML-based malware detection has been approached recently
(albeit implicitly), yet with only limited investigation depth and solutions. For instance,
MamaDroid [42] aims at sustainable detection by using features based on Markov modeling of
abstracted API calls. While achieving high (up to 99%) accuracy when trained and tested on
samples of same years, MamaDroid kept good performance for only one year. When trained on
samples from year 𝑁 , its detection accuracy dropped noticeably over time, to 75% for testing
samples from year 𝑁 +2 and below 50% for those from years 𝑁 +3 and later. As another example,
RevealDroid [29] attained 98% accuracy in a time-agnostic setting (i.e., the age of apps used in
training and testing was dismissed), and the performance experienced significant drop to 87% in a
time-aware setting (i.e., older apps were used for training and newer ones for testing with respect
to a split date) within a short, three-year span.
In this paper, we extensively assess the sustainability of ML-based malware classifiers, in order to
understand how to design more sustainable approaches to malware classification. First, motivated
by the performance deterioration suffered both by existing malware detectors that motivated
MamaDroid and by MamaDroid itself, we have performed a large-scale study of five state-of-the-art
malware classifiers for Android, focusing on how well they may sustain their detection capabilities
for a relatively long period of time. We found that all the classifiers deteriorated significantly (albeit
not continuously) over years, and inspected why the deterioration occurred.
Then, motivated by our study findings, we propose a new behavioral profile for Android apps,
called sensitive access distribution (SAD), that models their run-time behaviors by capturing
quickly-exposable patterns of access to sensitive data and operations through short tracing. Given
an app, the SAD profile characterizes its execution in terms of the extent and distribution of
invocations of sensitive data sources and sinks, and those of sensitive control flows at method level.
Each SAD profile is described by a small set of 52 dynamic features, computed solely from the trace
of all method calls in the app that are exercised during the tracing. Thus, the profile construction
does not need static analysis but only straightforward, lightweight bytecode instrumentation. With
respect to this dynamic profile, we have performed a longitudinal characterization of 13,627 benign
and 12,755 malicious apps from across the past eight years. Based on the SAD profile, we
developed DroidSpan, a novel system for malware detection aiming at superior sustainability.
Our characterization reveals that sensitive access was prevalently executed in all apps over all
the examined years, with lower extent and frequency of use in benign apps than in malware, as
expected. Also, in terms of the semantics of the access, network information and account settings
were the top dominating data and operations involved, respectively, in both benign and malicious
apps (with lesser extent of use in benign apps). Over time, benign apps tended to be much more
stable than malware in terms of the SAD profile as a whole. Most notably, despite the evolution of
Android and its apps, the average SAD profile of malware and that of benign apps were consistently
separable, albeit the size of the differences fluctuated over the years.
We defined the sustainability property of app classifiers and proposed two metrics to quantify
it. We then extensively evaluated the sustainability of DroidSpan against the same longitudinal
datasets, with cross-validation and independent testing (i.e., predicting new/unseen samples). Our
evaluation shows that DroidSpan achieves F1 accuracy superior to (by 6–32% on average) one
state-of-the-art dynamic app classifier [3] and four state-of-the-art static approaches [9, 29, 42, 54]
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for same-period detection (testing apps of the same year as the training data). For classifying apps
appeared one to seven years later after training (over-time detection), DroidSpan also significantly
outperformed all the five baseline techniques (by 21–37% on average) over all possible spans with
respect to our datasets.
Significance. We note that sustainability of malware detection matters for their practical adoption.
With new kinds of malware constantly emerging, an effective malware detector has to adapt
to the new malware population in order to identify them on time. With low sustainability, a
malware detector would typically rely on constant retraining using samples of newer apps. However,
retraining may not be an option for two main reasons. First and foremost, in practice, samples
of newer apps (new malware in particular, including zero-day malware) are often unavailable for
retraining a detector such that the detector could recognize them. Second, retraining a learning
model, including feature computation on new samples, can be highly expensive, especially when a
large training set is required and/or a large number of features are used. Note that online/incremental
learning [43] also is subject to the availability of new samples.
Rationale of Improvement. With a relatively intuitive and small set of features, DroidSpan has
achieved superior classification performance in both same-period and over-time settings. This
superiority is grounded in the fact that (1) the features underlying DroidSpan were discovered
through an earlier study that showed they were able to significantly differentiate malware from
benign apps, and (2) our longitudinal characterization with respect to these features as presented
in this paper confirmed that they can consistently separate malware and benign apps when both
groups evolve.
Contributions. This work makes the following contributions:
• First, we formulated the sustainability problem in malware detection techniques via ML-based
classification, and defined two metrics (reusability and stability) to quantify the classification
sustainability.
• Second, we conducted an extensive comparative study on sustainability of five state-of-the-art
static and dynamic malware detectors for Android, and empirically revealed sustainability
insufficiencies in existing approaches.
• Third, we developed a novel malware detection approach DroidSpan based on a new behavioral
profile for Android apps, sensitive access distribution, defined by a very small feature set,
which captures quickly-exposable sensitive access patterns in shortly traced app executions.
• Fourth, we evaluated the sustainability of DroidSpan against the five state-of-the-art
approaches and showed its statistically significant and large improvements in that regard
over those approaches with relatively low costs.
• Finally, we share open-source, full implementations of DroidSpan and the five existing
detectors (i.e., the parts we added for the experiments in this paper) and all datasets, which
facilitate replication of this work and development of future works on Android security. The
entire artifact package can be found at https://bitbucket.org/haipeng_cai/droidspan.
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SUSTAINABILITY OF MALWARE DETECTION

For ML-based app classifiers, we ask the question: how long and well can a classifier sustain its
performance with and without retraining on newer samples? Accordingly, we define the sustainability
in terms of two metrics:
• Reusability. The reusability of a classifier 𝑐𝑙 indicates how well 𝑐𝑙 can adapt to a new population
with retraining on new samples from the population, and is measured by the classification
accuracy 𝑒 𝑟 of 𝑐𝑙 in an average case when trained and tested on apps of the same year.
3

• Stability. The stability of a classifier 𝑐𝑙 indicates how stable 𝑐𝑙 is without retraining or any
other model updates, and is measured by a tuple ⟨ 𝑒 𝑠 , 𝑛⟩, where 𝑒 𝑠 is classification accuracy
𝑐𝑙 achieves in an average case when trained on apps of year 𝑥 and tested on apps of year
𝑥 + 𝑛, 𝑛 ≥ 1.
Intuitively, a key to achieving high sustainability of an ML-based app classifier lies in the
underlying features (1) being able to differentiate benign apps from malware, and (2) capturing
the change pattern of those features during the evolution of apps. Accordingly, our approach (1)
incorporates various ways to model sensitive data access, and (2) uses relative statistics (e.g., ratio)
instead of sheer numbers (e.g., number of API calls) to characterize app behavioral patterns.
In the rest of the paper, we first describe the design of DroidSpan in detail (Section 3), and then
present the characterization of our study dataset in terms of the evolution-resilient features we
discovered that consistently differentiate benign and malicious apps (Section 4). It is these features
that enabled the improved sustainability of DroidSpan, which in essence explains why our detection
approach worked better than the five baseline approaches we compared against it. Next, we present
our extensive comparative study on the sustainability of the six detectors considered (Section 5).
Although we actually performed the characterization study and the comparative study for the
five baselines before developing DroidSpan, we describe the approach first for a more concise
presentation structure. We further discuss why the baseline approaches had lower sustainability
compared to DroidSpan (Section 6), followed by validity threats of our results as well as performance
factors and limitations of DroidSpan (Section 8), before discussing related works (Section 9) and
making concluding remarks (Section 10).
3

APPROACH

This section presents DroidSpan, our novel Android app classification system using supervised
learning based on the defining features of our proposed SAD profile. The SAD profile is a new
behavioral model of Android apps that characterizes their run-time access to sensitive data (by
invoking sources) and operations (by invoking sinks). Next, we describe the defining metrics (i.e.,
features) of a SAD profile and how the profile is constructed for a given Android app. Finally, we
describe the ML component of DroidSpan.
3.1

SAD Profile Definition

The SAD profile of an app is defined by 52 features, much simpler than the app profiles used by
most existing ML-based app classifiers (which often use tens of thousands of features, e.g., 150K
in the best-performing mode of MamaDroid and over 500K in RevealDroid for a dataset of 1,000
samples). The central focus of all these features is on the distribution of source/sink invocations,
albeit they fall in three classes each addressing a different perspective: (1) the overall extent of
sensitive access in terms of total source/sink invocations, (2) the categorization of invoked sensitive
access in terms of the categories of data retrieved by the calls to sources, and the categories of
operations performed by the calls to sinks, and (3) the method-level control flows that potentially
carry out execution paths reaching to sink calls from source calls.
Table 1 gives a summary definition of the features that constitute a SAD profile, with the sizes (in
parentheses) of each feature subset. All features are consistently percentages of calls in one group
over those in total. We use these relative statistics instead of sheer numbers in order to capture the
general patterns of app behaviors regarding sensitive access. We examine each app trace in two
complementary views: callsite view concerning unique callsites regardless of the times a callsite is
invoked, and instance view counting all call instances. For each feature in the callsite view (e.g.,
4

Table 1. Features (52) that constitue a SAD profile

Features
Description (all starting with “percentage of")
Extent of sensitive access
Total
source/sink callsites targeting sources (resp. sinks) over all callsites.
callsites (2)
Total source/sink call instances of calls to sources (resp. sinks) over all call instances.
instances (2)
Categorization of sensitive data and operations accessed
Sensitive
callsite callsites targeting sources (resp. sinks) that are in each category
distribution (11)
(out of 5, resp. 6) over all source (resp. sink) callsites.
Distribution of sensitive instances of calls to sources (resp. sinks) that are in each category
call instances (11)
(out of 5, resp. 6) over all source (resp. sink) call instances.
Sensitive (potentially vulnerable) method-level control flows
Vulnerable source/sink callsites targeting vulnerable sources (resp. vulnerable sinks)
callsites (2)
over source (resp. sink) callsites.
Vulnerable source/sink instances of calls to vulnerable sources (resp. vulnerable sinks)
call instances (2)
over all source (resp. sink) call instances.
Vulnerable
callsite callsites targeting vulnerable sources (resp. vulnerable sinks)
distribution (11)
that are in each category (out of 5, resp. 6) over all vulnerable
source (resp. sink) callsites.
Distribution
of instances of calls to vulnerable sources (resp. vulnerable sinks)
vulnerable call instances that are in each category (out of 5, resp. 6) over all source (resp.
(11)
sink) call instances.

percentage of exercised callsites targeting a source), there is a dual feature in the instance view (e.g.,
percentage of total instances of method calls that target a source).
An app may invoke sources and sinks for legitimate purposes. Thus, source/sink invocations
can only be regarded as sensitive but not necessarily vulnerable. We consider a source vulnerable
if it reaches at least one sink callsite, and a sink vulnerable if there is at least one invoked source
that reaches the sink, both through method-level control flows (i.e., dynamic call paths). While
an imprecise approximation, the reachability based on control flows at method level is cheaper to
compute and potentially more resilient to malware evasions [41], compared to tracking sensitive
data flows [9]. Note that we do not count the numbers of sensitive flows (nor compute all of them)
but only use the reachability in the SAD profile.
We categorize sensitive data access with respect to five categories of information that sources
mostly retrieve (i.e., Account, Calendar, Location, Network info, and System configurations). We
also categorize sensitive operations with respect to six categories of operations that sinks mostly
perform (i.e., Account setting, File operation, Logging, Network access, Messaging, and System setting).
We chose these categories because they were the predominant ones according to our previous
empirical study in this regard [18].
The features defining SAD were originally discovered from an exploratory dynamic
characterization study of a set of Android apps across years (entirely different from the
longitudinal datasets used in this work). In that exploratory study, we experimented with a much
larger set of candidate features [15] before finding the SAD features.
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Fig. 1. The process flow of SAD profile construction.

3.2

SAD Profile Construction

Constructing the SAD profile for an app is reduced to extracting the 52 features from the app.
Figure 1 depicts the construction process flow, with the following three major steps indicated
by corresponding number labels. First, the app is instrumented for tracing. To overcome the
vulnerability of static analysis to code obfuscation, we probe for invocation of all methods in the
APK bytecode, including those in exception-handling constructs (e.g., catch and finally blocks)
and those invoked via reflection.1 Second, the instrumented app is exercised with automatically
generated test inputs for 𝑇 minutes on a device. Lastly, all the SAD features are computed from
the collected trace. Currently, DroidSpan uses 𝑇 = 5 to balance between overall cost and trace
coverage—we tried shorter and longer tracing time lengths and found that 5 minutes represent
a good balance. To identify the calls to sources and sinks from the trace, we use the source/sink
lists generated by SUSI [47] and our manual categorization that refines the original one [15]. We
use these conservative (thus relatively large) lists of predefined (18K) sources and (7.2K) sinks
to consider access in apps sensitive very conservatively, which is necessary for reducing false
negatives in our malware detection based on the use of sources and sinks.
From each app trace, a timestamped dynamic call graph (TDCG) is built to facilitate computing
the features, especially those based on the statistics about vulnerable sources and sinks. A TDCG
is a dynamic call graph with call-frequency and timestamp annotations. The graph collapses all
instances of a method call, with a timestamp to denote the timing of each instance of the call. This
design decision trades precision for efficiency (relative to an instance-level dynamic call graph). We
use a straightforward timestamping algorithm that facilitates reachability computation: a trace-wise
global counter is maintained, and for a call instance, the timestamp for the caller and callee is
assigned 𝑐+1 and 𝑐+2, respectively, where 𝑐 is the current value of the global counter. Thus, each
node of the graph represents a callsite invoked as found in the trace. The size of the timestamp
vector associated with a node indicates the call frequency of the callsite represented by the node.
All features concerning sensitive sources/sinks (the first 26 described in Table 1) are computed
simply by counting the number of distinct sources/sinks and their total occurrences. For the
reachability computation for the other 26 features concerning vulnerable sources/sinks, we first
locate the lowest common ancestors of each pair of source and sink on the TDCG. Then, we compute
the control flow path from the source to the sink, through backward traversal from the sink to the
ancestor and forward traversal from the ancestor to the source, using the timestamps associated
with each callsite (i.e., a call with a smaller timestamp is not reachable from a call of a greater
timestamp). To trade completeness for efficiency, the analysis underlying the TDCG construction is
1 That

is, we do not recognize source/sink APIs in the source code during instrumentation; instead, all callsites are probed
for monitoring the call targets, and source/sink calls are recognized later only from the call traces.
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Fig. 2. A DroidSpan trace excerpt (left) and the corresponding timestamped dynamic call graph (right).

purely dynamic, capturing only the control flows due to ordinary function calls. As a result, control
flows induced through callbacks, inter-component communication (ICC) [35], multi-threading2 ,
and message passing are dismissed—capturing those would require non-trivial static analyses hence
compromise the efficiency and scalability of DroidSpan.
Illustration. Figure 2 shows an illustrative trace (left) and the TDCG (right) built from the trace.
Each line of an app trace simply records a call instance in the format of caller→callee. In the TDCG,
each timestamp vector (ts) annotating a node maintains the timestamp for each instance of the
node. 𝑓 1 and 𝑓 2 are two user-defined methods, 𝑠𝑟𝑐 is a source that retrieves Account information,
and 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘1 and 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘2 are two sinks that perform Logging and Messaging, respectively. Since there
are 1 source and 2 sink callsites, one call instance of each source/sink callsite, 5 total callsites (each
corresponding to a node on the right of the figure), and 10 total call instances (i.e., some of the
callsites are invoked multiple times; e.g., the callsite in 𝑓 1 that targets 𝑓 2 are invoked four times,
with timestamps 1, 6, 7, and 10), the features for the extent of sensitive access are (1/5, 2/5, 1/10, 2/10).
Given the categories of these sources/sinks and the total of five source and six sink categories we
considered (Section 3.1), the sensitive callsite distribution features are (1/1, 0, 0, 0, 0) for sources
and (0, 0, 1/2, 0, 1/2, 0) for sinks. Since each source/sink is executed once here, the 11 features for
distribution of sensitive call instances are the same. In this example, 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘2 is reachable from 𝑠𝑟𝑐
(e.g., via a path “𝑠𝑟𝑐 [ts=4] → 𝑓 1 [ts=5] → 𝑓 2 [ts=6] → 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘2 [ts=8]"), yet 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘1 is not (with respect
to the timestamps: 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘1 was never invoked later than any instance of 𝑠𝑟𝑐). Thus, there is only
one callsite (and instance) of source (and sink) that is vulnerable, hence the features on vulnerable
source/sink callsites and instances are (1/5, 1/5, 1/10, 1/10). The vulnerable access distribution
features are (1/1, 0, 0, 0) for sources and (0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0) for sinks, same as the features on the
distribution of vulnerable call instances.
3.3

SAD-based Classification

DroidSpan is a dynamic malware detector based on the SAD profile. Like existing ML-based app
classification systems, DroidSpan works in two major phases: training and testing. In the training
phase, it relies on a set of labeled app samples to build a prediction model. Then in the testing
phase, the trained model is applied to classify novel apps. Our main goal with and motivation for
DroidSpan, however, is that this model can be used effectively (i.e., with improved classification
performance) some time (years) after it is trained, so that emerging malware can be discovered by
the system without being retrained on samples for the new malware. Intuitively, the longer the
time span, the better, hence the more sustainable the system.
2 For

instance, a sink exercised in one thread would not be considered vulnerable if it is only reachable from a source
exercised in a different thread.
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To make the prediction model sustainable, the key is that the underlying features can, for a
relatively long period of time, distinguish benign apps from malware. To that end, DroidSpan uses the
features that define the SAD profile of an Android app (Table 1). Our longitudinal characterization
(Section 4.2) shows that, with the evolution of malware attack strategies and the Android system,
the behaviors of benign apps and malware developed in varying years were consistently separable
in terms of their SAD profiles, despite fluctuations in both groups over time. These findings provide
the fundamental grounds for DroidSpan to achieve improved classification sustainability over years.
Feature extraction. Extracting the SAD features is needed both for obtaining the sample set for
training DroidSpan and for later predicting the label of a novel app using DroidSpan. We compute
the features of all training and testing apps as described earlier (Section 3.2).
Classification. To find the best ML model for DroidSpan, we have performed a comparative study
of DroidSpan variants using most of the supervised classification models provided in the Scikit-learn
library [45]. These models include: random forest (RF), support vector machines (SVM) with both
linear and radial basis function kernels, decision trees/C4.5, 𝑘-nearest neighbours (𝑘-NN), naive
Bayes with three possible probability models (Gaussian, Multinomial, and Bernoulli), AdaBoost,
Gradient Tree Boosting, Extra Trees, and the Bagging classifier. By comparing these variants of
DroidSpan with respect to classification performance (precision, recall, and F1-measure), we found
that RF consistently achieved the best performance on any of our datasets. Thus, we chose RF as
the learning algorithm for DroidSpan.3 DroidSpan is first trained on benign apps labeled as BENIGN
and malicious apps all labeled as MALICIOUS (despite the varying families the malware belongs
to), and then classifies a novel app as either of the two labels.
Applicability Scope. The classification capability of DroidSpan is based on its modeling of app
behaviors that are (implicitly) relevant to maliciousness in terms of sensitive data access. Thus, it
might seem that this SAD-based behavior modeling only addresses sensitive information
leaking/stealing. We note that an SAD profile essentially characterizes information flow from
certain sources to sinks in general, instead of only concerning information leaking/stealing.
Information flow security is a fundamental aspect of software security [50] that deals with a
variety of specific security threats (e.g., known as taint-style security issues, including SMS trojans
and ransomware attacks [6]). Typically, a specific information flow security problem can be tackled
by looking at particular kinds of information flow of interest (e.g., file-encrypting flow in
ransomware and flow paths leading to SMS invocations in SMS trojans). Therefore, an SAD-based
classification like DroidSpan is more broadly applicable to malware of varies kinds than
information leaking/stealing malware. In fact, as shown in Table 2, our malware datasets represent
a large variety of malware in terms of malware families, thus the promising performance results of
DroidSpan suggest the wide applicability of the SAD-based classification.
4

STUDY DATASETS & CHARACTERIZATION

To understand how sensitive access in Android apps evolves, we collected real-world app samples
from early 2010 to late 2017, and characterized them in terms of their SAD profiles.
4.1

Datasets

Table 2 gives an overview of our study datasets, including total numbers of samples downloaded
(#samples), and numbers of samples that were actually used (#used). Particularly for malware, the
3 This

model selection strategy has been commonly used in peer work as well—for instance, MamaDroid [42] chose RF also
after considering 1-NN, 3-NN, and SVM; DroidSieve [54] chose Extra Trees after trying with RF, SVM, and eXtreme Gradient
Boost; Afonso [3] chose RF after comparing with J.48, NaiveBayes, SimpleLogic, and a few others.
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Table 2. Overview of our study datasets

Name
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
total

Benign apps
Malware
Year #samples #used Name Year #samples #used #families
2010
1,530 1,344
M10 2010
2,029 1,877
78
2011
2,019 1,757
M11 2011
1,431 1,303
116
2012
2,053 1,845
M12 2012
2,225 1,945
207
2013
1,748 1,568
M13 2013
1,230 1,139
208
2014
3,127 2,953
M14 2014
1,493 1,337
181
2015
1,333 1,178
M15 2015
1,667 1,451
322
2016
1,548 1,370
M16 2016
2,171 1,769
224
2017
1,650 1,612
M17 2017
2,205 1,934
263
15,008 13,627
total
14,451 12,755
917

last column (#families) shows the number of malware families represented by the malicious samples
used per year. In this paper, we focus on malware detection only and do not address malware family
classification. Nevertheless, we wanted to ensure the diversity of the malware samples included so
that we may validate that the presented methodology and technique are not only applicable to a
few specific kinds of malware.
For each yearly dataset (named in the first and fifth columns), the samples on which at least one
of the six techniques (DroidSpan and five baselines) did not successfully compute features were
removed from the downloaded set: some of the apps cannot be unpacked, miss asset files, or cannot
be processed by one or more of the compared techniques. Of these 16 datasets, B17 was obtained
by downloading the top 100 popular apps in each of the app categories on Google Play. M13, M14,
M15 and B16 were obtained from VirusShare [34]. All the other datasets were obtained from the
AndroZoo suite [4]. We considered different data sources to make our benchmarks more diverse
hence more representative. Our entire datasets include 15,008 benign and 14,451 malicious samples,
for a total of 29,459 benchmarks. Out of these apps, 26,382 (13,627 benign apps and 12,755 malware)
were used. The 12,755 malicious samples represent 917 unique malware families. All the 16 datasets
are mutually disjoint (there were no apps shared by any two datasets).
We produced the SAD profile of each used sample by running the instrumented app on an
Android emulator (Nexus One), with SDK 6.0 (API 23), 2G RAM, and 1G SD storage. The emulator
ran on an Ubuntu (15.04) desktop of 8G memory and 8-core 2.6GHz CPU. Each app was exercised
for five minutes by the random inputs generated by Monkey [30]. We used Monkey because it
achieves an average code coverage at least comparable to other existing alternatives (research
prototypes) while with the best usability and reliability [20, 44]. To minimize bias, we run each app
in a fresh emulator setting (by restarting a clean emulator for each app).4 The line coverage of the
per-sample traces averaged 48.2%, with standard deviation of 22.1% and median of 50.1%. With our
toolkit, a real Android device can be easily plugged in to produce traces for DroidSpan. Since it is
known that malware may hide their behaviors when they detect being run on an emulator [48], we
purposely chose an emulator over a real device in our experiments so that we can check by the
way the robustness of our dynamic detection approach against those evasion schemes.
4 Note

that keeping a consistent execution environment (e.g., emulator settings) is essential for the stability of DroidSpan’s
computation of app feature values—as an counterexample, in emulators with contact lists of quite different lengths, for
many of its features, DroidSpan could compute very different values across the emulators because the app exerciser (either
an automated input generator or a human) would trigger the invocation of relevant callsites for largely varied numbers.
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4.2

Datasets Characteristics: SAD Evolution

As mentioned earlier, in order to discover the evolution-resilient discriminatory features for
DroidSpan, we conducted an exploratory dynamic characterization study [15] with respect to a
large set of metrics. To avoid potential biases in our evaluation (Section 5) of the chosen baseline
malware detectors against DroidSpan, we used a smaller datasets that are disjoint from any of the
datasets of Table 2. We selected 52 out of those metrics for which the mean metric value of the
benign-app group was consistently greater or smaller than that of the malware group for any year,
and used the 52 resulting metrics as the features to form the SAD profile.
Next, we present and discuss the evidences of these SAD features being able to consistently
distinguish malware from benign apps, according to the two classes these features fall into:
source/sink use extent and used source/sink categories. For illustration purposes, we chose two SAD
features as examples to depict how the SAD profile was resilient against the evolution of both
benign-app and malware groups over the eight years we considered. This characterization on SAD
evolution essentially enabled us to understand the evolutionary patterns of sensitive accesses in
Android apps.
Evolution in source/sink use extent. We examined the evolutionary patterns of the extent of
sensitive accesses in terms of source and sink calls in both the callsite and instance views. We found
that the sensitive accesses were substantial (given our conservative definition of such accesses)
in all the benchmarks studied, benign or malicious. On the other hand, benign apps generally
tended to exercise more distinct sources and sinks (evidenced by higher percentage of source/sink
callsites out of all callsites exercised), while malware tended to invoke sources/sinks more frequently
(indicated by higher percentages of source/sink call instances out of all instances of method calls). A
plausible explanation for this contrast is that many malicious behaviors in mobile apps are related
to accessing sensitive data (via calling sources) and/or operations (via calling sinks), as we found
earlier [14, 23]. Importantly, although the average feature values fluctuated noticeably across years
in both the benign-app and malware groups with respect to each of the 8 features on source/sink
use extent, the signs of the differences between the two groups were consistent over the years: for
each feature, the value of benign apps was consistently higher/lower than that of the malware
in any of these years. This consistent separation between malware and benign apps by a feature
allows for a classifier that uses the feature to differentiate the two groups against evolution.
Figure 3 illustrates these observations with respect to two SAD features: the percentage of sink
callsites (top) and the percentage of vulnerable call instances (bottom). In each chart, we show the
average-case SAD feature values for benign versus malicious apps. Since we were interested in
comparing the means, we computed the 0.95 confidence interval for each mean (represented by the
error bars) to estimate how well these sample means approximate those of the respective populations.
We used the Vysochanskij-Petunin inequality [59] to compute the non-parametric intervals since
we cannot make assumptions about the normality of the data distribution. Considering how the
intervals are computed using the inequality, for a given set of samples, the width of such an interval
of the sample mean immediately reflects the sample variance. As shown, while benign apps had
more distinct callsites targeting a sink, malware had higher frequency of calls to sinks that are
vulnerable, as mentioned earlier. This implies that malware tended to focus on a smaller set of
sinks with each intensively invoked, when compared to benign apps.
Notably, there was no intersection between the trend curves of the two app groups. In an
average-case the feature value of benign apps was always greater (for the percentage of sink callsites)
or smaller (for the percentage of vulnerable call instances) than that of malware, although the
difference sizes varied and were small at some years.
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Fig. 3. Part of our SAD characterization results: mean percentage of calls for sensitive access (𝑦 axis) over
years (𝑥 axis) in benign apps (blue) and malware (orange). Error bars show 0.95 confidence intervals of the
means (with the interval width immediately reflecting the sample variance).

Evolution in used source/sink categories. Most of the features in our SAD profile concern the
categories of source/sink APIs associated with the sensitive access. Our results clearly indicate that
in both malware and benign apps, among all sources exercised, the dominating ones were those
retrieving network information, while calls to sinks related to account settings5 dominated all sink
calls. This observation was consistent regardless of the views and whether the sources/sinks were
vulnerable or not. More importantly, like features on source/sink use extent, these categorization
based features were consistently able to distinguish between the benign and malicious apps over
the eight years, albeit the gaps were larger in some years than in others.
5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section presents our experimental methodology and results of evaluating the sustainability of
state-of-the-art app classification approaches in contrast to DroidSpan.
5.1

Study Setup

We assessed DroidSpan in terms of classification performance and efficiency, versus MamaDroid,
which is a state-of-the-art ML-based malware detection system and shares a similar goal to ours
5 Our

source/sink categorization originated from SUSI [47] which assigns categories for source/sink APIs in a conservative
and approximate manner.
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(i.e., sustainable detection6 ). Also, both systems use features based on API calls in an app, albeit
MamaDroid extracts features with static analysis, using FlowDroid [8] to build call graphs while
DroidSpan is based on pure dynamic analysis. Both systems use RF as the learning algorithm for
building the app classifier.
We have not been aware of other prior works that explicitly reported sustainability results,
yet it is possible that some of them may have good sustainability. Thus, we included four more
baseline techniques: (1) DroidSieve [54], another state-of-the-art static approach that uses features
computed from app resources (e.g., asset files) and Extra Trees for classification, (2) Mudflow [9], a
one-class SVM classifier that builds the classification model based on features of benign samples
only that characterize data flows from sources to sinks (computed by FlowDroid), (3) Afonso [3], a
state-of-the-art dynamic approach that classifies apps based on calls to predefined lists of APIs and
system calls using RF, and (4) RevealDroid [29], a lately proposed approach to app classification
based on apps’ usage of APIs, native code, and reflection, also using SVM for classification. For
Afonso, we implemented the entire tool according to the lists of system calls and Android SDK
APIs monitored by the approach as given in the paper [3]. We had to reimplement the tool because
we were not able to access it from a publicly available source. For Mudflow, we were able to reuse
the entire tool except for a few scripts for computing the taint flow paths using FlowDroid and
formatting the feature data to fit the tool. For other three techniques, we obtained the code for
feature computation from the authors (i.e., the core part of the tools) and used the code exactly;
we had to only implement the ML parts because they were not available for reuse— The original
ML part of RevealDroid was available but partially hard-coded for original experiments, which we
cannot immediately use.
We computed the features of these baselines using corresponding tools with the exact
configurations described in the respective original papers (e.g., tracing each app on an Android
emulator against Monkey inputs for 5 minutes for Afonso). With help of their authors, we were
able to replicate the performance results against part of the datasets originally used, hence gained
confidence about the correctness of our tool setups. Given the large number of malware detectors
in the literature, we limited our baselines to the ones that appeared more lately and surpassed
many prior ones (e.g., RevealDroid over Drebin [7]).
We conducted two studies. In Study I, we assess the performance of DroidSpan with training and
testing apps developed in a same period of time (referred to as same-period detection). The goal
of this study is to assess the reusability of app classifiers. In Study II, we focus on evaluating the
stability of the six tools by assessing their performance when they are trained on older datasets
and predict labels of newer ones, spanning one to seven years (referred to as over-time detection).
We used the benchmarks listed in Table 2 for both studies. MamaDroid, Mudflow, and RevealDroid
require large amount of memory, due to which we computed features and classification results on
a HP DL580-G7 server with 256GB memory.
5.2

Methodology

We gauged the performance of DroidSpan versus the baselines in terms of precision, recall, and
F1-measure (accuracy). Give an app 𝑝 under classification, 𝑝 is a true positive (TP) if the true label is
𝐿 and the predicted class label is 𝐿; it is a false positive (FP) if the true label is not 𝐿 and the predicted
label is 𝐿; it is a true negative (TN) if the true label is not 𝐿 but the predicted label is not 𝐿; and it is a
false negative (FN) if the true label is 𝐿 and the predicated label is not 𝐿. Accordingly, regardless of
𝑃 , Recall (𝑅) = 𝑇 𝑃 , and F1
the number of classes (distinct labels) in the model: Precision (𝑃) = 𝑇 𝑃𝑇+𝐹
𝑃
𝑇 𝑃 +𝐹 𝑁
6 Sustainability

was not explicitly addressed nor quantified originally for MamaDroid [42] but its motivation was similar in
spirit to sustainable malware detection as we focus on in this work.
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∗𝑅 . For each testing, we computed the weighted average of each of the three metrics over the
= 2 ∗ 𝑃𝑃 +𝑅

two classes in malware detection (i.e., BENIGN and MALICIOUS), where the weights are class sizes.
We used these average metrics (over both malware and benign classes) in order to measure not
only malware detection rate (i.e., true positive rate, which concerns the malware class only as used
as the primary evaluation metric in prior work on malware detection [7, 9, 19, 54, 63]), but also
the ratio of false alarms (concerning the benign class) which immediately affects user-inspection
effort—inspecting benign apps that were falsely flagged as malware is wasteful.
In Study I, we conducted 8 rounds of training and testing, each using the benign-app and malware
datasets from the same year (e.g., B10+M10, meaning benign apps of year 2010 combined with
malware of year 2010). Specifically, we randomly selected a third of samples from each class
(malware or benign) and reserved them as unseen/novel samples. By doing so, we intend to test
the capability of a technique in classifying apps that it never used in training (albeit from the
same time period as the training set). Concerning possible biases in the random selection, we also
performed 10-fold cross-validations (CV) against the baselines as a smoothing scheme. For Study II,
we conducted 28 rounds of training and testing, each using the benign-app and malware datasets of
year 𝑥 for training and those of year 𝑦∈[𝑥+1,2017] for testing (e.g., training on B15+M15 and testing
with B16+M16 and B17+M17, respectively). For fair comparisons, we produced the classification
results of the six techniques from exactly the same apps for each training-testing round. In the case
of a technique working at multiple modes/settings, we used the best results it produced on each
dataset. We also performed two statistical analyses to assess the statistical significance and sizes of
performance differences between DroidSpan and all the baselines.
5.3

Study I: Same-Period Detection (Reusability)

In this study, we assessed the reusability of the six compared techniques through evaluating their
classification performance for same-period detection. A more reusable app classifier achieves higher
F1 accuracy in an average case when it is applied to datasets from varying years.
Table 3. Reusability of DroidSpan versus the five baselines on datasets over eight years (hold-out validation).
DroidSpan
MamaDroid
DroidSieve
Afonso
RevealDroid
Mudflow
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
B10+M10 0.9376 0.9360 0.9362 0.8424 0.8357 0.8367 0.8353 0.9347 0.8822 0.8788 0.8710 0.8718 0.8600 0.8540 0.8549 0.5246 0.5319 0.5065
B11+M11 0.9432 0.9417 0.9413 0.9893 0.9893 0.9793 0.9583 0.7091 0.8151 0.8978 0.8978 0.8978 0.8700 0.8641 0.8616 0.4598 0.4537 0.4563
B12+M12 0.9424 0.9424 0.9423 0.8378 0.8378 0.8377 0.9203 0.8000 0.8560 0.8954 0.8935 0.8935 0.8283 0.8279 0.8277 0.7344 0.6419 0.6450
B13+M13 0.9554 0.9529 0.9525 0.9141 0.9076 0.9060 0.9935 0.8102 0.8926 0.9217 0.9182 0.9172 0.8915 0.8823 0.8830 0.6362 0.6433 0.6311
B14+M14 0.9302 0.9272 0.9250 0.8462 0.8467 0.8449 0.8981 0.4528 0.6020 0.8673 0.8693 0.8665 0.8360 0.8389 0.8367 0.7040 0.7048 0.6930
B15+M15 0.9061 0.9042 0.9036 0.8450 0.8440 0.8442 0.8162 0.9193 0.8647 0.7798 0.7610 0.7514 0.8236 0.8014 0.7939 0.7213 0.7218 0.7125
B16+M16 0.9352 0.9342 0.9339 0.9021 0.8969 0.8955 0.8275 0.9787 0.8968 0.8138 0.8068 0.8025 0.8660 0.8444 0.8389 0.7532 0.5936 0.6135
B17+M17 0.9723 0.9720 0.9720 0.9126 0.9093 0.9098 0.8910 0.8892 0.8891 0.9510 0.9493 0.9493 0.8546 0.8360 0.8334 0.8331 0.7105 0.6668
Average 0.9408 0.9393 0.9388 0.8835 0.8810 0.8794 0.8929 0.7956 0.8271 0.8780 0.8738 0.8719 0.8523 0.8431 0.8408 0.6761 0.6284 0.6185
Dataset

Table 3 lists the precision (𝑃), recall (𝑅), and F1 accuracy of each of the 8 independent tests (noted
in first column) achieved by DroidSpan versus the five baseline techniques (first row). For instance,
when using two thirds of the benign apps in B10 and two thirds of the malware in M10 for training,
DroidSpan had an F1 accuracy of 93.62% in predicting the labels of one third of unknown samples
of respective classes in the same datasets. This accuracy was higher than 83.67% by MamaDroid,
88.22% by DroidSieve, 87.18% by Afonso, 85.49% by RevealDroid, and 50.65% by Mudflow. Note that
each F1 number was not computed from the associated precision and recall, but was the average of
respective metric values for the two app classes (BENIGN and MALICIOUS). The last row shows the
averages of classification performance results over the 8 tests, weighted by the number of testing
samples in each test, which indicate the reusability of these compared techniques.
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As shown, DroidSpan achieved precision, recall, and accuracy all ranging from 90% to 97%
for the datasets of any of the past eight years. The classification performance had very small
variations, indicating generally good reliability of DroidSpan. In comparison, the baselines all had
relatively larger variations with any of the three metrics, indicating the greater dependence of their
performance on particular datasets. On the other hand, DroidSpan outperformed all the baselines
in all cases, with the only exception of MamaDroid on one single case of B11+M11, in terms of the
F1 accuracy (in all cases, the best F1 is highlighted in boldface). DroidSpan performed the worst on
B15+M15, which was also nearly the most-challenging datasets for most of the baseline techniques.
As an overall average, the reusability of DroidSpan was 93.88%, versus 87.94% by MamaDroid.
Afonso achieved slightly lower reusability than MamaDroid (87.19%), but higher than the other
three baselines. Mudflow had the lowest performance among all the six detectors with a substantial
gap in any of the three metrics. With respect to the originally reported performance, it was indeed
the least accurate (around 86% versus above 95% in other baselines, albeit not based on the same
datasets). The gap here in our study based on the same dataset suggests that modeling the behavior
of only one (benign) class can face a great reusability challenge.
Table 4. Reusability of DroidSpan vs MamaDroid (10-fold CV)

Dataset
B10+M10
B11+M11
B12+M12
B13+M13
B14+M14
B15+M15
B16+M16
B17+M17
Average

P
0.9251
0.9305
0.9312
0.9459
0.9113
0.8960
0.9258
0.9632
0.9288

DroidSpan
R
F1
0.9211 0.9215
0.9291 0.9286
0.9309 0.9309
0.9424 0.9417
0.9086 0.9055
0.8943 0.8937
0.9245 0.9241
0.9622 0.9622
0.9268 0.9261

MamaDroid
P
R
F1
0.8498 0.8400 0.8482
0.9916 0.9908 0.9901
0.8628 0.8630 0.8637
0.9225 0.9156 0.9157
0.8399 0.8381 0.8387
0.8450 0.8412 0.8403
0.8961 0.8845 0.8902
0.9175 0.9128 0.9098
0.8881 0.8834 0.8848

As a smoothing strategy, we also performed a 10-fold CV per detector and yearly datasets. Table 4
lists the P, R, and F1 of DroidSpan against MamaDroid, the most competitive baseline in the hold-out
validation. As shown, for both detectors the results were very similar between the two validation
settings (see Table 3). While not shown, this is also the case for the other four baselines. The average,
also weighted by the testing set sizes, shows similar reusability contrasts between DroidSpan and
the baselines.
Conclusion. Our results revealed that DroidSpan achieved competitive reusability of 94% with
small variations across years, outperforming all the five baselines considered in our study (by 6–32%).
Thus, with newer samples available for retraining, it is promising to use DroidSpan continuously
into the future.
5.4

Study II: Over-Time Detection (Stability)

This study aims at evaluating the stability of DroidSpan versus the baselines. We consider all
28 possible independent tests with our datasets that each trains a classifier on older benign and
malicious apps while testing on at least one-year newer apps. We report P, R, and F1 for each test
and compare them among the six detectors.
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Fig. 7. Same format as Figure 4 but trained on B13+M13 (left) and B14+M14 (right).
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Overall, the performance of any technique varied noticeably when being tested on datasets of
different years after it was trained on the datasets of a specific year. For instance, after being trained
on B10+M10, most of the techniques worked the best on apps from year 2014, as shown in Figure 4,
while when trained on B11+M11 and B12+M12, the best performance of DroidSpan was seen by
apps of year 2017, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. In terms of the performance numbers,
these figures clearly
show
that
over-time
detection is much more challenging than same-period
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
detection for
all
the
techniques
studied.
For
example, in most cases,
even
the best
F1
accuracy
out
B15+M15
B16+M16
B17+M17
B16+M16
B17+M17
of the six techniques was below 80% in this setting, significantly lower than an average-case F1
accuracy seen in the same-period detection. On the other hand, while the performance of all the
classifiers degraded from same-period to over-time settings, the degradation was not monotonic.
DroidSpan
MamaDroid
DroidSieve
100%
Importantly,
DroidSpan
higher accuracy than all baseline techniques in 25 of the 28 tests,
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RevealDroid had
Mudflow
90%
albeit
in a small
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80% the precision or recall was slightly lower than one or two baseline
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70%
number
of cases. Also, the improvements of DroidSpan over these peer
techniques
were mostly
RevealDroid
Mudflow
60%
substantial,
or at least noticeable. In the three exceptional cases (trained
90% on B11+M11 and tested on
50%
40%
B16+M16,
trained on B13+M13 and tested on B15+M15 and B16+M16),80%
DroidSpan was outperformed
70%
60%These three cases were also
by30%
Mudflow
with
moderate/appreciable
differences
(around
10%
in
F1).
20%
50%
40%
the10%worst cases for DroidSpan. An intuitive reason is that the SAD profile
differences between the
30%
0%
benign-app and malware groups of years 2015 and 2016 were generally
20% much smaller than those
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
10%
in other years—for instance, with respect to the two SAD features we
0% illustrated in Figure 3, the
B16+M16
B17+M17
R
F1
differences between the two groups were among the smallest. For apps ofP these
years
(and likely
B17+M17
those of future years alike), according to our methodology for improving sustainability,
further app
evolution studies may be needed to discover more discriminatory features.
Among the five baseline techniques considered, Mudflow performed the best in most cases,
followed by MamaDroid, Afonso, and then RevealDroid. As in the same-period detection setting,
DroidSieve again had the lowest classification performance for over-time detection. Mudflow also had
the smallest gap between these two detection testings among all these malware detectors compared,
followed by DroidSpan. In fact, Mudflow appeared to be consistent in its classification performance
across the two settings (in terms of the gap magnitude), yet unfortunately the performance was
consistently low (mostly 50–60%). DroidSieve saw the largest performance gap between the two
settings, indicating its greatest overfitting to the features of apps from same years.
Average Stability. To obtain an average-case view of the stability of DroidSpan versus the baseline
techniques, we computed the mean F1 accuracy of each technique from all the 28 tests with onethrough seven-year spans between the training and testing data. Figure 8 illustrates the average
stability according to our over-time detection study for different spans (i.e., the numbers of years,
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Fig. 8. Average stability with accuracy (𝑦 axis) and different spans (i.e., number of years after training, 𝑥 axis)
among the six techniques compared.
Table 5. Overall stability of DroidSpan versus the five baselines

DroidSpan MamaDroid DroidSieve Afonso RevealDroid Mudflow
71.81%
42.43%
34.59% 41.72%
36.24%
50.39%
listed on 𝑥 axis). As shown, DroidSpan clearly outperformed all the baseline techniques at any
of the seven spans. For detecting malware appeared five years later after training, the accuracy
improvement of our technique over the best performing baseline for that span (i.e., Afonso) was
relatively small. At all other spans, however, the improvements of DroidSpan over any of the baseline
techniques were much more substantial. As seen earlier, Mudflow performance was relatively
consistent across these spans (i.e., for different span lengths), and it was the best-performing
baseline, for the over-time detection. Recall that Mudflow had the lowest performance in the
same-period detection setting. The contrast implies that, while learning only from the benign class
may suffer from low classification accuracy, doing so benefits stability against app evolution. An
intuitive justification is that since no malware is used for training, the classifier is not subject to
overfitting with malware samples as are two-class classifiers. Among the remaining four baselines,
there was no any technique that consistently outperformed the other three at all the spans. On the
other hand, DroidSieve had the lowest accuracy at most (five) of the seven spans. Table 5 shows
the average stability over all these spans. The overall average F1 of DroidSpan was 72%, followed
by Mudflow, MamaDroid, Afonso, RevealDroid, and DroidSieve, in that order, consistent with the
contrasts observed from Figure 4 through Figure 7.
Conclusion. When switched from same-period detection to over-time detection, all the six
detectors degraded in performance substantially. Yet, degradation was neither monotonic nor
linearly correlated with the length of span. On the other hand, among these compared detectors,
DroidSpan noticeably outperformed all the five baselines in terms of stability at any span. Overall,
DroidSpan improved over the baselines by 21% to 37% in terms of average stability.
5.5

Overall Sustainability

Putting results of Studies I and II together revealed that our technique consistently surpassed
the four state-of-the-art learning-based app classifiers, static or dynamic. To further corroborate
the superiority of our approach, we performed two statistical analyses. First, we performed a
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set of paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [60] in which the two groups were the F1 scores given
by DroidSpan and each baseline contrasted (𝛼=.05). We adopted this nonparametric test to avoid
assuming about the normal distribution of the F1 scores. The goal is to see whether the improvements
of our approach are statistically significant. Second, we computed the Cliff’s delta [21] (in a
paired setting with 𝛼=.05), a nonparametric effect-size metric, to gauge the magnitude of those
improvements our approach made over the baselines.
Table 6. Statistical differences in F1 between DroidSpan and baselines

Reusability
p-value Effect size
DroidSpan vs MamaDroid 4.23E-02
0.75
DroidSpan vs DroidSieve 1.43E-02
1
DroidSpan vs Afonso
1.43E-02
1
DroidSpan vs RevealDroid 1.43E-02
1
DroidSpan vs Mudflow
1.43E-02
1
Contrast Group

Stability
p-value Effect size
4.00E-06
1
4.00E-06
1
4.00E-06
1
8.51E-06
0.86
5.84E-05
0.64

Table 6 lists the significance values and effect sizes for both the same-period and over-time
settings. The results clearly show that the performance improvement of DroidSpan over any of
these baselines was statistically significant. Further, the contrasts in effect sizes demonstrate that
the improvements were significantly large: an effect size of 𝑑 here means 100|𝑑 |% of values in the
first group (i.e., F1 of DroidSpan) are larger (smaller if 𝑑 is negative) than values in the second group
(i.e., one of the five baselines). For instance, concerning reusability, the significance was the least
(with the largest 𝑝-value 4.23E-02) and the effect size was the smallest (0.75, in contrast with 1 in
other comparisons) when compared to MamaDroid, consistent with the earlier finding that it was
the best-performing baseline in terms of reusability.
Conclusion. The performance merits of DroidSpan over the baselines were not only noticeable
in terms of sheer F1 numbers, but also statistically significant and large based on non-parametric
hypothesis tests and effect-size measurement, both in same-period and over-time detection settings.
5.6

Efficiency Results

Table 7 summarizes the time spent by each technique for feature extraction (feature time) and ML
computation (learning time) on each single app. In particular, the feature computation costs include
all relevant time costs (e.g., for static analysis by DroidSpan, Mudflow, RevealDroid, and MamaDroid,
resource analysis by DroidSieve, and runtime overhead by DroidSpan and Afonso). Like Afonso,
DroidSpan has the total feature computation time dominated by the (5min) tracing time. For these
two dynamic techniques, the cost for the ML part is quite small, though, mainly because only a
small number of features were used. Nevertheless, the relatively long dynamic analysis time would
impede both dynamic techniques in scenarios of online detection—rather, both are more suitable
for offline app security analysis.
MamaDroid incurred the highest ML time because of its very-large number of features per app,
which is also the cause for its high-memory demand, followed by RevealDroid (e.g., over 900K
features for B14+M14). DroidSieve had relatively substantial prediction (testing) time because of
the same reason (20K+ features per app). We encountered scalability issues with Mudflow, having
failed to extract features for most of the benchmarks initially on a machine with 64GB memory
(due to out of memory errors). We thus had to get a 256GB-memory machine to run it, yet still the
feature extraction time was high (actually the highest among the six detectors). The reason is that
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Table 7. Average time (in seconds) and storage (in KB) costs of the six techniques for each single app

DroidSpan
MamaDroid
DroidSieve
Afonso
RevealDroid
Mudflow

feature time learning time total time storage cost
351.1s
0.01s
351.1s
21.2K
430.9s
41.9s
471.9s
1736.01K
75.2s
3.5s
78.7s
0.4KB
521.4s
0.015s
521.4s
32.5K
78.4s
18.3s
96.7s
1156.81K
698.7s
0.2978s
698.9s
46.67K

Mudflow features are computed from static taint (data) flows using FlowDroid [8], which is known
to be highly expensive.
In total, Mudflow incurred the highest cost, followed by Afonso and then by MamaDroid and
DroidSpan. Mudflow took two months for 2,866 apps with 730GB memory as reported in [9]. For
our study, we took almost half a year to compute the Mudflow features for all our benchmark
apps. DroidSieve and RevealDroid are relatively lightweight among the six, especially for the
feature computation part. However, their ML training part was quite expensive—just training on
10K samples for RevealDroid, for instance, would take over 51 hours, not counting the feature
computation cost. For MamaDroid, the best-performing existing detector, retraining on 10K samples
would take 5.5 days. These numbers echo one of our motivations for developing a sustainable
detector: constant retraining might not be an option in practice.
The storage cost concerns the space (in KB) needed for storing app features, and optionally
(for dynamic approaches specifically) the runtime traces. DroidSieve required very little storage,
and two dynamic approaches incurred medium-level storage costs. MamaDroid and RevealDroid
needed a substantial amount of disk space to store large feature files (again due to their great size
of per-app feature vectors).
Conclusion. DroidSpan brings significant sustainability improvement at very reasonable time
and storage costs. It is actually more efficient than the best-performing baseline (MamaDroid).
Compared to other baselines, the much greater sustainability of DroidSpan should pay off the extra
costs—this is particularly true because with DroidSpan retraining is least often needed (thanks
to its greatest sustainability). Mudflow can face scalability challenges in practice due to its high
memory demand and, even with large memory, a high analysis overhead (the highest among the
six detectors).
6

CASE STUDIES

To gain a deeper understanding on how to improve the sustainability of ML classification-based
malware detectors, we conducted a series of case studies to examine what it is that made DroidSpan
a more sustainable detector compared to the baselines. More broadly, we attempted to gain intuitive
insights into effective approaches to sustainable malware classification, including DroidSpan—while
outperforming the five baselines, it still suffers from sustainability challenges (a noticeable gap
remains between its performance in same-period detection and that in the over-time setting). To
this end, we characterized the evolution of features of each baseline detection technique over the
eight years studied, using our yearly datasets, with a focus on differences in evolutionary patterns
between malware and benign apps.
Specifically, from an average-case perspective, we computed the mean feature values over all the
benchmarks in each app group per detector, and then compared the group means per year as we
did for DroidSpan as exemplified in Figure 3. Given the large number (over 5K at least) of features
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Fig. 9. Part of our case-study results: mean feature values (𝑦 axis) over years (𝑥 axis) in benign apps (blue)
and malware (orange) of two Afonso features. Error bars show 0.95 confidence intervals of the means.

used by most of the chosen baseline techniques, we narrowed down our inspection scope to only
the features that were consistently ranked at top 100 according to feature importance [54] in all the
classification tests.
We found that for any of these five baselines, among the 100 most important features there was
not even a single one that was consistently higher/lower in the malware group than the benign-app
group, unlike what we observed with DroidSpan features. To illustrate, Figure 9 depicts the evolution
of two Afonso features (frequency of system call recvfrom and that of system call ioctl), in the
same format as Figure 3. The error bars also show Vysochanskij-Petunin confidence intervals of
means (with 𝛼=0.05). As shown, there was not a consistent contrast (in terms of the sign) between
malware and benign apps with respect to any of these features—for the same feature, the malware
feature value was substantially higher than benign-app feature value in some years but the contrast
was the opposite in other years. Intuitively, based on such features, the classification model trained
on apps of one year was difficult to differentiate the two app groups of other years. In contrast,
DroidSpan features were able to consistently differentiate benign apps from malware over the
years (see Figure 3). Such a comparison between DroidSpan and the baselines provides an intuitive
explanation of why DroidSpan achieved a higher level of sustainability. We further found that
when a detector used a larger number of features with which the signs of yearly malware-benign
group differences flipped frequently between adjacent years, the detector tended to have lower
sustainability. For instance, DroidSieve, the least sustainable detector among the six studied, had
the largest number of such features.
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Conclusion. The sustainability of a classification-based malware detector tended to largely rely
on the capability of its features in differentiating malware and benign apps consistently against
the evolution of both groups. Using a larger number of features that lack this capability tended to
result in a lower sustainability of the classifier.
7

THREATS TO RESULTS VALIDITY

Our results suffer from common validity threats due to benchmark selection. While we purposely
collected samples from diverse sources to mitigate such threats, our yearly datasets may not be
representative of the app population in respective years. Thus, our results and conclusions are
best interpreted with respect to the benchmarks we analyzed. Another validity threat concerns
possible errors in our tool implementations. To mitigate this threat, we maximally reused existing
implementations accessible to us; for the necessary re-implementations, we did careful code review
and manually validated tool correctness against a few relatively simple test samples.
Since our approach is purely dynamic, it would not work with an app that cannot be executed to
produce a minimal trace that captures the exposable app behaviors for constructing a meaningful
SAD profile. For instance, if an app starts with a login page that requires real, registered user account
information, DroidSpan may not work with it because the current underlying input generator
(Monkey) would most likely get stuck with the login screen. As a result, it would not be able
to exercise the rest of the app hence the dynamic features would not be computed to enable
accurate classification. We note that this is an implementation, rather than technical, limitation
of our approach—technically, the Monkey tool we currently use can be replaced (or assisted) by
a smarter input generator (e.g., [40]). Nevertheless, a minimum coverage is a constraint for the
applicability of our technique. Finding out the actual minimum line coverage required for DroidSpan
to effectively work on an app remains to be studied. Also, our findings and conclusions from the
longitudinal characterization (Section 4.2) are immediately subject to the actual behaviors covered
by the executions used in the study.
In addition, for constructing the SAD profile for an app, DroidSpan as a purely application-level
approach relies on instrumenting the app to monitor the data underlying the dynamic measures that
constitute the SAD profile. This necessary step has a side effect, though: the instrumentation leads to
changes in both the signature and the overall behavior of the app. Fortunately, the benign/malicious
nature of the app should not be much affected by these changes, as evidenced by our promising
results on DroidSpan’s classification performance. Also, the instrumentation is only for the sake of
our detection analysis—the original APK can still be used by the app user for various purposes.
With respect to our experimental dataset, for the apps that were excluded due to instrumentation
issues, the dominating cause was damaged/incomplete APKs. However, the changes do generally
affect the applicability of DroidSpan itself—some apps are not amenable for instrumentation—for
example, their instrumented versions may fail to run normally (e.g.,crash) as they may self-check
their integrity, signature, and/or behaviors against the changes. For this and other reasons (e.g.,
the limitation of our instrumentation in handling some APKs), there are apps that could not
be classified by DroidSpan because the instrumentation issues disable its feature computation.
These application-level instrumentation induced limitations could be avoided by instrumenting
the Android runtime system (e.g., Android ART or Dalvik VM) or using dynamic instrumentation
techniques. However, these alternative approaches would bring about portability and compatibility
issues: first, changing the runtime platform may not always be an option to users; second, for each
different version of the runtime platform, the system-level instrumentation or other modifications
to the platform may need to be redone differently with significant effort, which may not be
always feasible in practice (especially in the consideration of the constant evolution of the Android
ecosystem—including that of its runtime platform).
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A threat to conclusion validity of our results concerns the generalizability of our methodology
in the domain of mobile malware detection. The primary conclusion of this work is that the
sustainability of learning-based malware detection can be improved by discovering
evolution-resilient features through studying/characterizing the evolution of apps over many
years. However, really stealthy malware can be purposely crafted to bypass detection by all means
(e.g., evading emulator environments, self-checking integrity, etc., as discussed in more detail
below in Section 8). Thus, if the features discovered are not resilient against these attacks, our
methodology may still not be able to bring better sustainability for the malware detector even if
the features are resilient against app evolution. On the other hand, a fully-fledged malware
detector that is resilient against various adversarial attacks and capable of capturing more complex
malware behaviors that we currently do not address (e.g., sensitive control flows, from sources to
sinks, across threads and/or processes) may not be able to adopt our methodology to achieve better
sustainability (e.g., the features used vary randomly over time, or the detector does not even use
features whose evolutionary patterns can be characterized as we did with our methodology).
8 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss relevant concerns about DroidSpan as another classification-based
malware detector, including its resiliency against obfuscation, sensitivity to input coverage, and
limitations of the technique itself and those of its current tool implementation.
Resiliency against obfuscation. While not a focus of this work, resiliency against obfuscation
is a practical concern with malware detectors [33]. Thus, we performed an additional study as
a sanity check, against an obfuscated malware suite Praguard [41]. We used its most obfuscated
subset (which adopted multiple obfuscation schemes combined: reflection, string encryption, class
encryption, and renaming, etc.), of which 1,214 (of around year 2012) were usable for our study.
Along with our B12 samples, this malware set was used to test each of the six detectors trained on
B10+M10 and B11+M11, respectively. Our results revealed that DroidSpan’s resiliency was close to
that of DroidSieve and RevealDroid (the two state-of-the-art obfuscation-resilient detectors)—for
any of these three, the detection accuracy (F1) was only <2% lower than that when testing against
B12+M12. The other three detectors saw 15–22% F1 decreases with the obfuscated malware set
used. For MamaDroid and Mudflow, the reason was mainly because of their reliance on FlowDroid
whose static analysis was largely impeded by code obfuscation (e.g., class/string encryption). Given
its use of features based on counting Android SDK API and system calls by referring to predefined
lists of function signatures, Afonso is directly subject to reflection and renaming obfuscation. In
sum, this additional study suggested that DroidSpan can be expected to be overall resilient against
common known obfuscation schemes. In fact, in our main experimental datasets as described
in Table 2, on average over 32% of the yearly samples, in both malware and benign-app groups,
adopted obfuscation schemes of some most common kinds (e.g., renaming, reflection, etc.).
Sensitivity to input coverage. Concerned about the common subjection of dynamic analysis to
input availability and coverage, we originally aimed at discovering features that can capture app
behaviors that are quickly exposable with random inputs and without demanding high coverage.
We further investigated the impact of input coverage on the performance of DroidSpan by (1)
comparing DroidSpan accuracy in testing individual samples that received varied line coverage,
and (2) comparing the overall accuracy of DroidSpan when trained on samples traced for 5min
(default) versus for shorter (1min) and longer (10min) per-app execution time. For (1), we found
no correlation between the coverage for an app and DroidSpan’s accuracy in predicting its label.
For (2), when trained on samples all traced for 1min, DroidSpan only had at most 1.5% drop in
average F1 while increasing to 10min tracing only led to about 1% growth in F1. Thus, 5min seemed
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to offer a good tradeoff. Also, the superior classification accuracy achieved by DroidSpan in both
same-period and over-time detection settings with extensive experiments (where the line coverage
of underlying traces varied widely) seems to suggest only minor dependence of DroidSpan on the
input coverage. A main reason is that the DroidSpan features are all about percentages (ratios) of
method calls of one kind (e.g., calls to sinks) to those of a super kind (e.g., all method calls)—as long
as the ratio (i.e., feature value that contributes to differentiating benign apps from malware) can be
captured, the absolute number of calls in each class traced (which is immediately affected by code
coverage) did not matter much.
Sustainability against adversarial attacks. While studying sustainability of malware detectors,
we essentially assumed adversarial attacks as an orthogonal problem. In practice, however, those
attacks would compromise the sustainability of DroidSpan. Like many learning-based malware
detectors, DroidSpan uses implementation-level features for classification. These features, once
revealed, can be mimicked by malware so as to cheat the classification (e.g., a malicious app can
adapt to the SAD profile of a benign app by adding glue code and/or useless methods calls). To
achieve generally improved sustainability, DroidSpan purposely avoids using semantic features
(e.g., those based on fine-grained data flows) that are explicitly relevant to malicious behaviors.
Yet this strategy also facilitates adversarial attacks (e.g., code pollution). Although the primary
goal of DroidSpan is to demonstrate a methodology for achieving sustainable app classification
through app evolution studies, as a tool itself DroidSpan nevertheless suffers from the sustainability
compromises due to such adversarial attacks.
DroidSpan could be vulnerable to advanced app obfuscation and evasion schemes particularly
targeting dynamic analysis. For example, adversaries can use timing bombs to evade the detection
by DroidSpan: once the adversarial knows that DroidSpan only exercises an app for 5 minutes, it
can purposely delay exercising its true behaviors by more than 5 minutes. As a result, no valid
dynamic features would be captured by DroidSpan for its detection. Other similar examples include
waiting for an incoming command from a command-and-control server, for the satisfaction of
particular system properties (e.g., the mobile device being at certain locations), and for specific user
interactions (e.g., the user clicking certain widgets). DroidSpan currently cannot work properly
with these adversarial apps.
In addition, it is well known that tricky malware can evade detection by withholding their
malicious behaviors when they find being executed on an emulator. Our promising evaluation
results obtained from traces collected on an emulator suggest that emulator evasion does not
seem to much affect the effectiveness of DroidSpan. Yet our detector may still suffer from other
sophisticated evasions against dynamic analysis [48]. We currently could not report the statistics
on app samples that adopted those evasion schemes because detecting such schemes in a given app
is not trivial—a dedicated technique would be needed for the automated detection.
Other limitations. An additional limitation of DroidSpan is that substantial updates of the Android
SDK leading to changes of source/sink APIs may affect the performance of our technique, and thus
would trigger retraining (using the updated source/sink lists). Also, although we have looked at the
evolutionary patterns of malware in the past eight years and leveraged these patterns in building a
more sustainable malware detector with DroidSpan, we cannot claim that DroidSpan will surely
continue to work as well as shown for future malware. The unpredictable app evolution in the
future would be also another trigger of retraining the DroidSpan classifier.
Our results on stability from Study II (Section 5.4) showed that, while substantially outperforming
the five baseline techniques, DroidSpan still has large room for improvement in terms of its absolute
classification accuracy (72% F1) in the over-time detection setting. One possible contributing reason
is that some benign apps might have been falsely classified as malware because they had abnormal
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feature values in terms of sensitive accesses (e.g., abnormally higher frequency of source/sink calls).
As partially depicted in Figure 3, our DroidSpan features were selected because they can separate
benign apps and malware consistently over time in an average-case analysis—for some outlier apps,
the feature values might have been closer to malware than to benign apps. As a result, these outlier
apps can be falsely classified (i.e., resulting in false positives). Meanwhile, there might also have
been individual malicious apps that were falsely classified as benign (resulting in false negatives)
because their values of certain features were closer to benign apps than to malware. In addition,
these kinds of abnormal cases can also happen due to the diversity within each group (e.g., benign
apps of different functionality categories, and malware of different families).
9

RELATED WORK

Characterization of Android apps. Previous characterization studies of Android apps mostly
focused on (static) metrics extracted from the app code. For example, in [24], 1,100 popular apps
were studied to understand their use and misuse of private information of mobile phones and
users through reverse engineering. A few dynamic characterization studies exist, which concern
the installation and activation methods of malware only [66] or execution structure of benign
apps only [18]. Another examples include the dynamic study [61] that profiles apps in terms of
their inter-component communications (ICC) [36] and network traffic. CopperDroid [56] can be
used for characterizing system calls in apps, and the recently developed toolkit in [16, 17] serves
both static and dynamic characterizations. In contrast, our characterization is purely dynamic,
focusing on run-time sensitive accesses in both benign and malicious apps. More importantly,
our characterization aims at a longitudinal examination of the evolution of Android apps. The
characterization of evaluation datasets in [42] reveals the evolutionary characteristics of both
malware and benign apps also, but it instead focuses on API calls in apps and is static.
Android Malware Detection. Numerous approaches have been proposed for detecting Android
malware, by statically analyzing data and/or control flows [26, 32, 58, 64], API use [2, 9, 62, 64, 65],
app descriptions [31], and/or installation-time permission [7, 9, 19, 51, 62]. ICCDetector [63]
distinguishes malware from benign apps based on their different patterns in ICCs. The five
state-of-the-art malware detectors have been discussed in detail earlier.
Dynamic malware detectors have mainly exploited monitoring system and/or API calls in
apps [3, 10, 19], or high-level behaviors exhibited through the usage of system resources such
as file and network access [52]. Some of these approaches used static features in addition to
dynamic ones [19, 39, 51]. Approaches relied on static calls in app code are generally vulnerable
to code obfuscation (e.g., reflection) [54]. As suggested by the study in [42], prior approaches
are rarely shown to be capable of sustainable detection. For example, DroidAPIMiner [2], which
was used as the baseline of MamaDroid, did not sustain its capabilities up to one year without
retraining [42]. DroidSpan targets a better sustainability of malware detection than MamaDroid and
other state-of-the-art alternatives, using only dynamic features based on the extent and distribution
of exercised sensitive accesses and vulnerable, method-level control flows in app executions.
As a static detector, Mudflow [9] also uses features based on source/sink usage like our approach.
It builds a normal behavior model based on the statement-level sensitive data flows [8, 13] in a
training set of benign apps and absolute numbers (of flow paths) to identify new malware, compared
to our approach using dynamic method-level control flows and relative statistics (percentages).
Our empirical results suggest that, while by eliminating reliance on new malware samples for
training Mudflow achieved relatively consistent classification performance across same-period
and over-time settings, it suffered from low accuracy partially because the fine-grained data-flow
features it relied on varied largely within both malware and benign apps (hence the constant lack
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of consistently substantial differences between the two groups in terms of those features). Another
static detector [53] leverages common API-call subsequences of source-sink information flow paths
(referred to as complex flows) to model app behaviors and then detects malware from benign apps
based on their differences in terms of complex-flow patterns (characterized using n-gram). Given its
behavioral modeling based on API sequences, this approach is expected to suffer from sustainability
barriers due to the rapid API evolution in the Android ecosystem.
Researchers have approached the sustainability problem of malware detectors through adaptive
classification via online/active learning [43, 46]. Also, detecting concept drift in malware
classifiers [37] helps understand and diagnose the problem hence informs the design of more
sustainable malware detectors [5]. Sharing a similar goal to ours, these techniques can be
leveraged to further enhance the sustainable detection performance of our approach (e.g., by
tuning the classifier to delay time decay [46]). A preliminary version of this work [11] only
compared DroidSpan to MamaDroid against smaller yearly datasets for a shorter maximum span,
and a summary of the major results and conclusions was presented in [12]. This paper also
extended our most recent version of DroidSpan, which was only summarized very briefly in [27],
mainly by including Mudflow in the comparative study.
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CONCLUSION

As malware remains rampant in the Android ecosystem threatening its large user base, defending
against Android malware is crucial. Numerous approaches have been proposed, mostly training
a learning model to predict the label of novel apps. Yet, existing approaches tend not to sustain
without retraining, which is not practical for detecting emerging malware.
To understand this problem, we performed extensive studies on how representative
classification-based malware detectors for Android sustain their performance over time. We found
that state-of-the-art detectors generally suffer from undesirable sustainability, and as a main cause
they used features that do not well differentiate benign apps from malware against evolution of
both groups. Leveraging our study findings, we developed DroidSpan, a novel malware detection
approach based on a new behavior profile of Android apps that models the distribution of their
sensitive accesses. We also performed a longitudinal characterization using this profile, and
revealed that our studied benign apps and malware were consistently separable in terms of the
profile over the past eight years. We quantitatively defined sustainability as a new validity factor of
a learning-based app classifier and evaluated it on DroidSpan against five state-of-the-art malware
detectors covering representative static and dynamic approaches. Our results showed that
DroidSpan outperformed the five baselines in sustainability with statistically significant and large
improvements at reasonable time and storage costs. By grounding the superior sustainability in the
use of features consistently separating malware and benign apps, DroidSpan demonstrated a
methodology for designing a sustainable malware detector.
11
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